Collection Development Committee  
Meeting Summary  
July 25, 2006  


**Oak Street and the Bookstacks**  
Betsy Kruger came and spoke to the committee about our bookstacks, her concerns that some areas are filling up fast, and asked the committee for their input on this situation. She noted that areas such as the 800s and 900s are filling up fast and the extra space that had been made is quickly vanishing. She posed a few questions to the group: How to go about posing responsibility for OSF selection?; What are librarians distinctions between Main Stacks and OSF?; How do we coordinate who does selection?  
The committee proposed that the first step should be to find the already existing Dewey List, which is broken down by primary and secondary contact person. Secondly, proposing that Betsy put out a call for selection and contacting those people noted on the Dewey List.  
**Once found, this Dewey List will be sent to members of the CDC via email.**  

**Mass Digitization & Open Content Alliance**  
(Betsy Kruger) This is a project of the internet archive group and it is the open access equivalent to the Michigan Google project. UIUC has officially signed on to be a member of this group.  

**Preservation Update**  
Get Tom Teper’s notes from Karen S.  

**Electronic Resources Update**  
Wendy Shelburne updated the committee on the latest information regarding our involvement with Portico. She stated that we now have the title list, but it is currently only offered in PDF format. It appears that there are complete title lists from the big publishers, such as, Ebsco, Wiley, Sage, etc. The UIUC contract for Portico was officially signed on July 24, 2006. She also noted that a group has been set up and is planning to meet soon about flipping—going from print + electronic to e-only).  

**Acquisitions Update**  
(Lynn Wiley) Acquisitions is currently testing the new serial cancellations form and they are also still testing the new firm order form.  

Next Meeting: August 29, 2006, 2:00-3:30 p.m.